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O. D. Lovell
The term "Form Criticism" comes from a German word
Formgeschichte meaning "Form-History." Form Criticism
came into existence in Germany following the war of 1914-
1918. Essentially it is a growth from that form of the critical
study of the sources of the gospels known as literary or
source criticism. Literary criticism failed to deal adequately
with difficulties connected with the pre- literary stage of the
gospels. A knowledge of the situation in which the study of the
gospels was left prior to 1914 shows the need of additional
study. The important and outstanding scholars preceding
1914 in Germany were Bernard Weiss, Holtzmann, Wrede,
Johannes Weiss, Wellhausen, Gunkel, and Wendling. Each of
these men, by one method or another, helped lay the foundation
for the appearance of Form Criticism. These scholars raised
many questions which they did not solve, but they are not to be
criticised for this.l
Time and space forbid the formulation of a statement of the
aims and procedure of Form Criticism which would be in
clusive of all contributing scholars. The writer of a brief
paper must be content with the following of main thorough
fares. Form Criticism deals primarily with the oral period;
this is a general characteristic of all main representatives of
Formgeschichte. It is quite true that form critics take their
departure from the synoptic gospels.
The basal assumption is that during this period the
tradition circulated mainly in separate oral units
which can be classified according to their form. It
is believed, further, that much may be inferred re
garding the origin of these units, the causes which
gave rise to them, and the changes they underwent
until in course of time they were given a written
form. ^
^ E. Basil Redlich, Form Criticism (London: Duckworth, 1939),
pp. 16-19.
^ Vincent Taylor, The Formation of the Gospel Tradition (London:
MacMillan Co. , 1953), p. 10.
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The form critics maintain that the evangelists were not
authors, but collectors and editors. It was their task to
collect choose, group, reorganize, and hand down the
tradition. They had nothing to do with the original formation,
because they took over the material at a time when it had a
"form" and existed in independent units. These celf-contained
units obeyed certain laws, and to endeavor to trace and follow
out these laws is to write the history of the form of the gospel.
The origin of the form is primitive Christianity itself. It is
here that we see the "life-situation" out of which the narra
tives and sayings originated.
Form Criticism is a 'literary-historical method. '
The term points to its association with the methods
of investigation known as Literary Criticism and
Historical Criticism, it accepts its main results,
such as the priority of Mark, the existence of Q,
and would allow that special written sources were
used by Matthew and Luke respectively. It is not
therefore concerned with this literary problem of
the sources of our written Gospels. But it is con
cerned to investigate the traditions as they really
were before the Gospels or their sources were
written, and to trace the influences which moulded
these primitive traditions in the formative period,
that is, before they received literary form. When
Form Criticism first appeared its purpose was
purely literary. But it now has a wider scope. It
has developed its technique and widened its range.
It is now not a method of literary criticism but a
literary historical method. 3
This connection with historical criticism has led Form
Criticism to study the narratives and sayings of other
literatures, such as those of the Rabbis, Greece, Persia,
India and China. By the process of comparison, laws of
tradition may be discovered and applied to the formation of the
gospel tradition. Form critics maintain that the forms of the
independent units of the gospel tradition are similar to those
assumed in folk-lore tradition, having been moulded by con
stant repetition. The task of Form Criticism is characterized
more by speculation than by the literary comparison of the
synoptics, and the conclusions reached are more difficult to
prove.
3e. Basil Redlich, op. cit. ,, p. 10.
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In the endeavor to study the method and results of Form
Criticism the following outline is given as a guide:
I. Figures (men) and contributions
II. Features and characteristics
ni. Facts and convictions
IV. Faults and corrections
V. Fruit and conclusions
I
There are certain men who are considered as important
leaders and contributors by such analysts as Vincent Taylor,
Floyd V. Filson, and E, Basil Redlich. Omissions or breaks
were long ago evident in the history of gospel origins. En
deavors like the Ur-Markus theory and the concept of a lost
Hebrew gospel we-re advanced, but these did not stand in the
light of additional research. Work seemed to be at a stand
still unless new methods could be advanced. Form Criticism
is the endeavor to provide such a method.
It was inevitable that the problem of Gospel Origins ,
attacked thus from different sides, should become
the object of a more complete assault, and it can be
no matter for surprise that the 'Formgeschichtliche'
school sprang suddenly into existence, without
collaboration from its leaders, who simultaneously
pitched their tents before what had seemed the for
bidden city. 4
The outstanding figure in this new endeavor is Martin
Dibelius of Heidelberg. In 1919 he published a stimulating
work entitled Die Formgeschichte Des Evangeliums. This
book considered very important.
He does not work back analytically from the texts of
the Gospels to the original traditions but investigates
the life of the early community in order to determine
the relation of the tradition to the conditions and
activities of the early church. He is convinced, by
the evidence of the prologue to Luke's Gospel, that
the traditions received their form from the needs
of missionary preaching. By preaching he means
all forms of missionary propaganda, mission
preaching, sermons in worship and catechetical
Vincent Taylor, op. cit. , p, 11.
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teaching, 5
The early preachers, said he, did not speak about the life
of Jesus; they were interested in the salvation which he pro
vided. Stories of Jesus were used to illustrate and prove the
message of hope and salvation; they were a means to an end.
The objective of the sermon gave birth to the form of the
story. Dibelius calls each of these stories a paradigm. These
paradigms were at first independent of one another, and the
preacher could select them as he desired in his endeavor to
prove his theme. It is apparent that Mark assembled them
and edited some. The group of stories about Jesus which
present him as a wonder-worker, Dibelius calls Novellen or
Tales, Another group consisted of the Sayings; these served
a group composed of Legends and a group of Myths, The only
continuous narrative existing in the earliest period was the
Passion-narrative. Christians in this early period read a
gospel of the passion into the Old Testament. 6
Dibelius thinks that at first anonymous people made
small collections, not to write books but to pass on
�tradition. Even the earliest evangelists did nothing
else. 'Thus the tradition of Jesus only gradually
became literature, and this took place not on account
of the literary ability of any author but by virtue of
the significance of its content. '7
At the time Dibelius was writing his book there was already
in existence, but not published, a manuscript which became of
considerable worth to this new school of thought. "This was a
critical examination of the synoptic framework published by
K. L. Schmidt in 1919 under the title Der Rahmen Der Ges
chichte Jesu."8 This work has provided a firm basis for the
basic assumption of Formgeschichte, that in the beginning the
gospel tradition existed in fragments freely circulated. The
author is very definite in his rejection of any outline or
chronological sketch of Jesus' life. There is no biography,
only single stories. Schmidt also looks upon the Passion-
narrative as an exception.
R. Bultmann attacked the problems of form, and in 1921 he
published his book Die Geschichte Der Synoptischen Tradition.
This book differs from that of Dibelius, but it is of great im-
5e. Basil Redlich, op. cit. , p. 26.
^ Ibid. , pp. 26-30.
"^E. Basil Redlich, Ibid. , p. 30.
S Vincent Taylor, op. cit. , p. 12.
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portance in gospel criticism. It goes into greater detail and
its objective is greater; it attempts to trace the origin and
formation of the material from the oral period to the written
gospels. Bultmann is skeptical; if he is correct, we have not
only lost the synoptic framework but also a large part of the
material. The sayings are products of primitive Christianity
which puts back its own ideas and beliefs into the lips of
Jesus. He is more kind to the possibilities than to the
probabilities of things. Even the Passion-narrative is over
grown with legends. The final motive which produced the
gospels is not historical interest in Jesus, but the needs of
common worship. 9
By a process of exclusion, he comes to the following
conclusion. The investigation of the sayings of Jesus
leads to a considerable uncertainty, but it does not
end in complete scepticism. By no means are we at
the mercy of those who doubt or deny that Jesus
ever lived. ..The character of Jesus, the vivid
picture of his personality and his life, cannot now
be clearly made out; but what is more important,
the context of his message is or will be ever more
clearly recognizable. 10
M. Albertz wrote Die Synoptischen Streitgesprache
published in 1921. He is referred to as one possessing insight
and sound critical judgment.
Albertz condemns what he calls the brazen scepti
cism of Bultmann and the literary interest with
which, in his opinion, it is too closely associated.
His own purpose , he explains , is to trace the final
literary products in the Gospels to the actual verbal
contests of Jesus and the oldest community with
their opponents. H
E. Fascher published Die Formgeshichtliche Methode
(1924). In it he presents some searching criticisms of form
study. He condemns the skepticism of Bultmann, but favors
Bultmann' s analytical skill. Fascher is surprised that
Dibelius and Bultmann look for the sitz im leben in the com
munity and not in Jesus himself, and goes so far as to say
that the form alone permits no historical value-judgments.
The primary considerations are historical, and to these
^ Ibid. , pp. 13-15.
10E. Basil Redlich, op. cit. , p. 32.
11 Vincent Taylor, op. cit. , pp. 15-16.
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12
factors those relating to form must subordinate themselves.
The views and contributions of these men give us insight
into the background, growth, importance and development of
Form Criticism. The minister or teacher of New Testament
should acquaint himself with this school of thought.
n
We now turn to some of the features and characteristics of
Form Criticism. An important feature of Form Criticism is
that it focuses attention upon the earliest period of the trans
mission of the gospel material. The first twenty years of the
church are vitally important. This is a difficult period to
study, because we have no written records from it. It is the
most vital era in the life of gospel tradition, because upon the
treatment of the tradition in those years depends the worth of
our gospels. Is it true that during this period these narratives
and sayings were subject to the customary fate of oral
tradition, such as adaptation, alteration and addition?
Form Criticism claims that the laws of oral
tradition can be discovered and stated, and that, by
applying them to the Gospels, the narratives as they
actually happened and the sayings as they were
actually uttered by our Lord can be determined.
This is one of the aims of Form Criticism. 13
The stress placed upon the stage of oral tradition is an out
standing feature of Form Criticism, It takes note of our
written gospels, and it also makes a place for written sources
before our gospels. However, the chief concern is not with
the written sources. The gospel accounts are studiedwith
the hope of getting back of them and their written sources to
the period when the tradition of these sayings and deeds was
handed down by word of mouth, 14 Torrey believes that all
four of our canonical gospels were originally written in
Aramaic, He believes there were written records from the
very first years of the church, and probably during the very
lifetime of Jesus, The form critic is not in accord with such
a view; he maintains that oral transmission of the tradition
was the procedure for two decades and perhaps longer. During
^^Ibid. , pp. 17-18,
13 E. Basil Redlich, op. cit. , p. 11.
1^ Floyd V. FUson, Origins of the Gospels (New York: The
Abingdon Press, 1938), p. 92.
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this period the important elements of the tradition were firmly
established. We should keep in mind that eyewitnesses were
living at this time. While a period of oral tradition is confi
dently admitted, positions vary as to the length of such a
period. The preface of Luke indicates the existence of pre
vious written records.
Does such a view minimize the importance of separate
writers of the gospel? It is evident that each gospel carries
the stamp of the man who gave it its final form. The form
critic believes that this writer or author is merely recording
the result of a long process of oral transmission.
Not only is the function of the final editor of the
material minimized, but the former tendency, still
widely dominant, to bridge the decades between
Jesus and the actual writing of the Gospels by some
one eyewitness for each Gospel, is seriously dis
counted. Instead, for example, of seeing Peter as
the sufficient guarantor of what Mark contains,
there is a tendency to see in Mark the deposit of a
collection of units of continually repeated oral
tradition, 15
Such a view as this strikes a serious blow at any concept of
a closely knit narrative. The connecting links and transitional
expressions do not reflect actual historical sequence but are
only editorial devices. Form critics would warn us about too
great dependence on the context.
Another feature or trait of Form Criticism is its search for
the background of the tradition in the life of the primitive
church. Form critics take the position that in order to com
prehend the formation of the gospel tradition, it is necessary
to seek its setting in life.
The social situation in which the material was pre
served and used must be envisioned. The group
life, not the individual carrier of the tradition, must
be the center of attention. 16
This important feature of Form Criticism suggests a solution
to the question, why the material in our gospels was pre
served and later put into written form. Many readers of the
gospels have faced the fact that only a small percent of what
Jesus said and did has been preserved. It was not a historical
or biographical concern that controlled the choice of what sur-
'^^Ihid. , p. 93.
^^Ihid. , p. 95.
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vived. The choice, so the form critic tells us, was controlled
by the conditions and needs of the church. Floyd V. Filson
mentions four aspects of the early church's need.
The early church recalled and preserved sayings and inci
dents which gave Christians guidance in points of belief and
conduct. It raised questions relative to Sabbath regulations,
proper attitudes toward the law and matters pertaining to for
giveness. The answer to these and many other questions was
found in the acts and sayings of Jesus. The form of the saying
might be sharpened or a generalized utterance added so as to
focus it upon the problem.
Inquirers and converts needed instruction as to the meaning
of their faith and the character of their leader. Constant
reference was made to the deeds and sayings of Jesus.
Easton has stressed the teaching activity as vital in the
passing on of tradition. Paul's statements (Rom. 12:7;
I Cor. 12:29) give evidence for believing there was a group of
teachers in the primitive church.
Another situation in which the first Christians undoubtedly
used the material which later was included in the gospels was
the service of worship in which believers shared. Even in the
beginning days of the Palestinian church, prior to the in
evitable break with Judaism, Christians had their own separate
meetings for fellowship and worship (Acts 1:13-14; 2:1-46;
4:23). It was necessary tohave material with which to express
the particular Christian features of their belief and practice.
Surely the teaching and life of Jesus must have played a great
part here; eyewitnesses and others would relate these.
Dibelius believes that preaching and teaching furnished the
settii^ for the use of tradition.
Christians from the very beginning had to give a reason for
the faith that was in them. Criticism and opposition often
confronted them, and an answer needed to be given to these
objections. Appeal and reference to what Jesus had said was
the best evidence. This had a definite bearing on the creating
and shaping of tradition. 17
Thus the tradition which best served the needs of
guidance, instruction, worship, and controversy
was preserved. But it was not merely the content
of the surviving tradition which was determined by
Church use and interests. The form also was af
fected by the practical concern. Just as a modern
'^'^Ibid. , pp. 95-97.
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minister tells a story in order to bring out most
effectively the point he has in view, so those who
repeated the tradition shaped it to serve the im
mediate end. If the purpose in telling an incident
was to bring out a teaching point of Jesus which
would apply to the Church's situation, the incident
was shaped so as to lead up to this point as a climax,
with perhaps the addition by the teller of a general
izing sentence which would make perfectly clear the
application of this point to the Church problem. . .
As the material was told and retold, it was altered
at times to meet the changing needs of a developing
Church, always, of course, with the honest intention
of making a legitimate application of the original
tradition. This eagerness to possess a tradition
adequate and timely might even lead the Church or
its leaders to 'construct' or to borrow fitting
material and ascribe it to Jesus. Some Form
Critics, for example, Bultmann, find in this latter
process of supplementing the tradition the origin of
a large proportion of the contents of our Gospels. 18
Such is the nature of form criticism. If this
method of study proves to contain considerable
truth, a significant result will follow. The Gospels
become an important source of information about
the life, interests, problems, and development of
the Apostolic Age. In fact, that is precisely what
the Form Critic claims. . .If theGospels thus reflect
the life and thought of the primitive Church, the
problem of the reliability of the material for the
study of Jesus' life arises. This is frankly recog
nized by the Form Critic, and when an element of
the tradition shows a developed Church interest, or
a Hellenistic character, it is rejected from the fund
of usable data for the life of Jesus, Since all the
material preserved was used by the Church, this
skepticism may go so far as practically to deny that
we have any dependable data left with which to
picture the historical Jesus. 19
Form critics believe that by their method of investigation
'^^Ibid. , pp. 97-99.
'^^Ibid. , pp. 99-100.
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it is possible to know jesus as he really was before the
gospels were written. Form critics on the whole are not
ultimately skeptical relative to reliable information about
Jesus.
m
We now desire to look at some of the facts and convictions
of form critics. The study of Form Criticism is inconclusive
to all who hold a high view of inspiration. The gospel is to be
accepted and interpreted, but no final explanation for the
character of Christianity can be found in the mere study of its
origin. Form critics say such a position is impossible be
cause it does not take account of the facts. While the divine
element is not denied, it is claimed that the gospels came into
existence in human ways. God did not deem it necessary to
safeguard their records by protective measures, but he left
them free to gain their place. If such a position is correct,
it is all the more necessary to comprehend the process and
method by which the tradition was formed and transmitted to
us. 20
Before the nineteenth century the investigation of
the formation of the Gospel tradition was almost
impossible; ignorance and false views of Inspiration
barred the way; and it is only in comparatively
modern times that the attempt has been seriously
made. ^1
An important fact to keep in mind in our study of Form
Criticism is the various types of materials which scholars
identify in the gospels. We now give attention to the attempts
made to classify the gospel material according to the form
used. It is evident that there is no unanimity among those
working at this task. We see that other factors having to do
with content rather than the form of the material have had a
great bearing upon the classification.
Dibelius notes the following t3T)es:
1. Paradigms, short incidents which climax in a
teaching utterance of Jesus.
2, Tales, stories told for their own sakes, usually
miracle stories,
3. Legends, stories about saintly people who are
objects of interest to the church.
20 Vincent Taylor, op. cit. , p. 2.
^^Ibid. , pp. 2-3.
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4. Exhortations.
5. Myths, stories of doings of Jesus regarded as divine.
6. The passion story, which is the outstanding ex
ception to the isolated form of most primitive
material, and which in nucleus at least was a
connected story from the beginning.
Bultmann gives a different classification:
1. Apothegms, which essentially coincide with
Dibelius' paradigms.
2. Sayings of the Lord, which are sub-divided into
five groups: logia or wisdom utterances, prophetic
and apocalyptic sayings, legal and ecclesiastical
pronouncements, sayings using the first person "I"
form, and parables.
3. Miracle stories,
4. Historical narratives and legends.
Taylor's classification;
1. Passion narratives, the first part of the tradition
to take definite and ordered form.
2. Pronouncement stories , equivalent to Dibelius'
paradigms.
3. Sayings and parables.
4. Miracle stories.
22
5. Stories about Jesus.
Filson regards Vincent Taylor's book as the best presen
tation of Form Criticism positions relative to the types of
material. The writer now turns to Taylor's view of the
Passion-narrative. His argimients and conclusions are
forcible. He first notes that the story as it appears in the
gospels has the nature of a connected historical account.
This suggests that the evangelists had access to a relatively
fixed complex of stories. He also notes that the gospels are
in substantial agreement regarding the course of events. Such
a similarity of structure is easily explained if the tradition
was continuous from the beginning. 23
Schmidt calls our attention to the silence of Jesus in the
passion story. He maintains that, for edification and re
ligious purposes, a later time would have represented Jesus
as engaging in debate with the opposition. Taylor believes
this argument has value; we see such as this in the apocryphal
New Testament. Taylor believes Schmidt is correct in his
22 Floyd V. Filson, op. cit. , pp. 100-102.
23 Vincent Taylor, op. cit. , pp. 44-45,
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view that the passion story in the gospels was preserved from
such, because it had already and for a long time attained a
fixed form.
The argument most characteristic of the form critics is
the contention that the circumstances in the primitive com
munity demanded a continuous passion story. From the very
beginning the followers of Jesus were confronted with the
difficulty of showing how a crucified Messiah could be the
subject of a message of salvation. Early Christians soon
discovered that such a message was "unto the Jews a
stumbling-block, and unto Gentiles foolishness" (I Cor. 1:23).
The arguments from Old Testament prophecies were insuf-
ficent to answer this difficulty. It was necessary to tell the
connected story.
Thus Dibelius maintains that the interests of edifi
cation, of the most primitive theology, and of the
simplest apology combined to make it needful to
narrate the whole Passion Story. In like manner
Schmidt argues that to tell single incidents satisfied
the need neither of the narrator, the liturgist, nor
the apologist, 24
Bultmann claims that when Paul says, "Christ died^^for our
sins XP I CT'^'^C CLueGavev uTtSp tgov aixapTicov f)^,a)v that
he was raised on the third day xaTd tS.^ Ypct-^po-c and (I Cor.
15:3); he implies the existence of a written passion and
resurrection story. Bultmann does not believe that the
above phrase refers to the Old Testament, He states that
Paul nowhere else quotes the Old Testament when speaking of
Christ's death as a death "for us, " that his usual formula of
citation is xaGwc yeypaTtTai or some equivalent phrase, 25
The question is asked, was the passion story current in
several forms? The following considerations lead the form
critic to believe that it was. One single story, as the basis
of all the gospel narratives, would suggest from the beginning
a highly organized church governed from one center. It
seems more likely that separate communities usually
possessed their own accounts.
The Synoptic data are leading us to think that
parallel collections of the words of Jesus were
drawn up at different centers, while in later times
the existence of local texts, associated with the
^^Ihid. , p, 10,
Ibid. , pp. 47-48,
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great Churches of early Christianity, is becoming
the assumption of modem Textual Criticism. The
probabilities, then, favor the existence of Passion
Stories; and this view is notmledout by the fact that
the Markan Story, by reason of its merits and its
Petrine basis, outstripped others in its influence
and the range of its dissemination. 26
Some form critics tell us to be careful about multiplying
sources; they also ask us to consider whether the grouping
of material was necessarily preserved in written form. In
practical church use some of the sayings and incidents could
have been connected and used together in worship. There is
no reason to believe that this could not have been done without
committing the material to writing. The author of our gospel
could have taken over this connected material and have pre
served it in his account,
A brief consideration of parables in relation to Form
Criticism is necessary. An important question for form
critics is, did parables circulate singly or in collections?
The parables in Mark 4 are: the Sower, the Lamp under the
Bushel, the Measure, the Seed growing secretly and the
Mustard Seed, Notice is made of the fact that the last two
begin with an expressed comparison. It would seem that these
two formed a pair in oral tradition. In Luke 15 we find the
three well-known parables, the Lost Sheep, the Lost Coin
and the Prodigal Son, The Lost Sheep is placed in a different
context in Matthew (18:12-14), It would seem that the pair
in Luke, the Lost Sheep and the Lost Coin, circulated to
gether because their treatment is alike. Form critics
conclude that in the oral period a few parables circulated in
pairs.
We turn to a brief word relative to the "Formless Stories. "
These stand outside the purview of Form Criticism. Form
critics, however, have used terms in reference to them
which throw doubt on their trustworthiness. Others maintain
that these formless narratives are not devoid of historical
value; even the so-called myths enshrine facts of mystical
e:q)erience. A temptation or a spiritual experience is no less
a fact because it has occurred in a person's inner con
sciousness, 27
The subject of miracles merits brief consideration in any
^^Ibid. , pp. 50-51.
27E. Basil Redlich, op. cit. , p. 184.
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study of Form Criticism. The study of parallels indicates the
superiority of the gospel miracles and also the contribution
they make to faith. Many of these stories stand near the
records of eyewitnesses; this fact increases their historical
value. It is acknowledged by Vincent Taylor that the study of
form brings us only to the threshold of the historical problem.
This problem does not admit of any solution which can be
called scientific. The decision rests upon a personal element
which can not be eliminated; it depends on our view of the
world, our concept of the person of Christ, and our attitude
toward and use of the principles of historical criticism.
It is no longer proper to dismiss this question by claiming
that miracles are impossible. The view of science relative
to natural law has changed. Nature is not a closed system,
and miracles are not intrusions into the present order of
events. In the light of the atom bomb and hydrogen bomb
scientists speak of the universe as something other than a
mechanistic affair. This change of view does not prove the
miraculous, but it does show that miracles are not impossible.
If Jesus were on,ly a prophet the question of miracles could
be dismissed. Healing miracles could be considered as cases
of healing by suggestion. Nature-miracles could be explained
as legends. If Jesus is divine, however, the position is
changed. The main problem hinges around the nature-
miracles. The divinity of Christ does not necessarily prove
the validity of the nature-miracles. Christian thinkers
recognize that the incarnation imposed limitations upon
Christ. How far do these limitations go? Did they allow
Jesus to still a storm, to multiply loaves and fishes, and to
walk upon the surface of the lake? Some claim that absolute
honesty forces us to acknowledge that we do not know. Such
acknowledgment indicates that the full recognition of the
divinity of Christ does not answer the questions pertaining to
nature-miracles.
The denial of such miracles, it is held, is not the denial of
divinity. Neither the divinity nor the words of Christ offer any
solution regarding the actuality of nature-miracles. We must
turn to the synoptic narratives themselves. These are few in
number and the criticis have reduced the number. Taylor says
the problem centers around three stories, the stilling of the
storm, the feeding of the five thousand and the walking on the
water. The view of the old liberal school was that these
stories are the accounts of natural events which have been
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given a miraculous interpretation. This postitionis rejected
by the form critics who explain them as legends derived from
folk-tales or shaped by popular conceptions. 28 Those be
lieving in the deity of Christ have no problem believing his
miracles.
In these matters we face unsolved problems, and
each man must follow the light which he has. No
more, then, than any other kind of Criticism does
Form-Criticism enable us to solve the vexed
problem of the Gospel miracles; none the less, it
has a real contribution to make. It enables us to
affirm that the Miracle-Story is a definite form of
oral tradition closely related to the life and faith of
the earliest Christianity. It permits us to dis
tinguish between stories in free circulation and
stories which stand nearer primitive accounts. By
comparing like stories in Jewish and Hellenistic
tradition it reveals the worth of the Gospel stories,
and gives us no reason to think that they have been
formed by a process of borrowing. It supplies no
basis for the inference that doctrinal interests
were responsible for their formation, or indeed that
they arose out of any other motive than the desire to
illustrate the power and comparison of Jesus. If
at this point the investigator of forms is compelled
to hand on the problem to the historical Critic, to
make such a decision as he can, he is at least able
to claim that he has placed the Critic in the best
position possible from which to approach the Gospel
narratives. The rest depends on our use of Histori
cal Criticism, our world-view, and our estimate of
Jesus. 29
IV
We now direct our thinking to some of the faults and needed
corrections of Form Criticism. One of the fundamental as
sumptions of Form Criticism is the position that the earliest
tradition consisted of small isolated units. It is this writer's
opinion that the existence and importance of eyewitnesses are
overlooked. The Gospel of Mark is evidence of the fact that
28vincent Taylor, op. cit. , pp. 134-140.
29/^/V/. , pp. 140-141.
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the earliest tradition was in a degree fragmentary. One out
standing exception is the passion story. There are other
evidences of historical unity (Mark 1:21-29; 4:35-5:43). Some
form critics would lead us to believe that the disciples must
have been translated to heaven immediately after the resur
rection. We are not to believe that the primitive community
was cut off from its founders. It was not necessary for these
early folk to invent situations for the words of Jesus, and
place on his lips sayings which personal memory cannot check.
What are the reasons for the unwillingness to consider the
existence of eyewitnesses ? The form critic deals with oral
forms shaped by nameless individuals, and the recognition of
eyewitnesses capable of enriching the tradition by their actual
recollections is a disturbing element to such a theory. The
form critic also knows how greatly the position and influence
of eyewitnesses have been exaggerated.
Scholars of the literature of Form Criticism often feel that
it has gone to extreme in its rejection of connecting links be
tween units of tradition. The early church needed a consistent
picture of the words and acts of Jesus, The above references
to Mark give evidence of such connections. The writer ac
knowledges that some conservatives go to extremes in refer
ence to chronolc^y and context.
Form Criticism gives a mistaken picture when depicting the
transmission of the tradition as being exclusively the task of
ignorant or unlearned men. The primitive Christians were
not all Solomons, but there were men of education and dis
cernment in the church at all times. What Form Criticism
says about the perpetuation of folklore among simple people
is not an exact parallel to the situation in the primitive
church. We have no justifiable grounds for believing that
Jesus always stated the same maxim in the exact form. There
is no reason to believe that he did not vary his messages.
Form critics have failed to deal fairly with the historical
sense of the early Christians. Their tradition cannot be
classed with the ordinary type of folk-tales and legends.
It is unfair for form critics to assume that the contexts,
settings and chronological details are of no historical value.
All endeavors to make the apostolic age responsible for the
creation of a major portion of the gospelmaterial cannot stand
in the light of the parables. The parable is the characteristic
teaching form in the synoptic gospels. Parables do not occur
in the remaining portion of the New Testament and in other
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early Christian literature. If the apostolic age had created
these parables, other writings of that time would naturally re
flect the same method. In my opinion form critics assign the
community too much creative power.
Where forms do not exist form critics are guilty of classi
fying materials according to contents; this is not Form
Criticism. Form Criticism has neglected to take advantage
of the results of literary criticism of the gospels. The
evidence from second-century and later writers is also largely
overlooked.
Form Criticism does not take account of all the varied
interests of the early church. The primitive church was
willing to suffer and die for its faith in Jesus and the power of
his name. Jesus was their Christ. Form Criticism by too
great an emphasis on the expected Parousia has sacrificed all
interest in an understanding of the normal life which men lived.
It is impossible for anyone to be entirely objective, but Form
Criticism leaves the door open for too much subjective treat
ment and its supporters are partial to this.^^
V
Attention is now directed to some of the fruit and con
clusions of Form Criticism. One of the important finds of
this study is the light cast by Form Criticism around the
Apostle Paul. In the last century many scholars found in Mark
an infiltration of Paulinism into the gospel tradition. Such
ideas as are expressed in Mark 10:45 are said to be of Paul
and not Jesus. Recent investigation is testing this claim. It
is now recognized that Paul was preceded by Christian
thinkers who gave some measure of intellectual form to their
faith before his time. The attitude and position of Form
Criticism makes it impossible to maintain that Paul was the
man who spoiled a non-theological and non-Christological
paradise by advocating the teachings found in his letters. It
is now believed by many that Paul was anticipated in many of
his viewpoints by those preceding him.
The needs of daily life, of apologetics, and of wor
ship had already led the Church to begin the formu
lation of theological conceptions as to the place and
work of Jesus in God's plan. Moreover, form
30FioydV. Filson, op. cit. , pp, 105-110; E. Basil Redlich,
op. cit. , pp, 77-80,
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criticism stresses the fact that such beliefs and
ideas were not the queer work of afew indiviudals
merely, but were the common possession of a con
fessing and worshiping Church. 31
Separation from a Judaism which failed to recognize Jesus
was inevitable. The writer acknowledges that Christians have
inherited much from Judaism. However, once we recognize
that from the beginning Christians gave such a unique place to
worship, we see that the germ of the church was present
from the beginning and was not an accidental development.
If Judaism would not accept Jesus, separation was
inevitable. 32
From the beginning Christian life was explicitly centered
around Jesus. Jesus was the unique, divinely sent, and
divinely attested head of the Christian group.
Form Criticism suggests that we must get away
from any idea of the early church as merely an
ethical society or a religious group of nodistinctive
ly Christian features , and it directs us to the wor
shiping Church which gave Jesus the place of God's
unique and final representative. Studies in the
gradual growth of Christian doctrine have led some
to think that primitive Christianity was free from
any definite Chrlstology, and that we therefore
ought to go back to that earliest non-theological
attitude. Form Criticism leads us to see that such
a time of freedom from Chrlstology never
existed. 33
Form Criticism admits that collections of Jesus' sayings
were made early; this indicates clearly that Jesus' words
treasured as oracles to lead and govern the destinies of in
dividuals and of the Church. Form critics have stimulated
the study of gospel origins. This will no doubt lead to ad
ditional study in the future. Form Criticism shows that the
early church was interested in the holy men and women who
followed our Lord in the days of his flesh.
Limitations of space have made it impossible to include
many factors in this study. The writer believes that Form
Criticism is a voice to which the Christian must listen. Like
all movements this one has "radicals" in it, but sane and
sound men have made a contribution to New Testament study.
^iFloyd V. Filson, op. cit. , p. 113.
^^Ibid. , pp. 112-113, ^^Ibid. , p. 112.
